Digital Façade Sign

Get noticed!
In the fight for the consumers’
attention, it is crucial that you stand
out in the townscape. A digital
façade sign is a very strong eyecatcher, which with its bright colours
and sharp contrasts attracts a lot
of attention and makes your store
stand out in the townscape.

The digital façade sign is build on the same diode
technology as soccer perimeter LED displays. It
means bright pictures also in daylight.

One sign – many applications
With a digital façade sign you will not only stand out in the townscape,
you will also be able to communicate just-in-time messages to your
customers directly on the store’s façade. You can brand the store, the
brands you sell, show pictures of new goods as well as advertise special
offers and sales campaigns. The digital façade sign’s countless number
of applications opens up a whole new way of communicating directly
to your customers.

day and you can fast and easy upload a new spot with an up-to-date
message. The low production costs on spots for the digital façade sign,
make it cost-effective to continuously update the store’s spots and
thereby is the value of the advertisements further increased.
Based on your needs, we help you design the optimal façade sign, so
that it fits the architecture of the building. Then we produce the sign
and mount it on the façade.

Simple and user-friendly

About digital façade signs

The software behind our digital façade signs has a simple and userfriendly interface and can be operated either locally or centrally. You
decide the number of spots you wish to change between during the

•	is based on either LED or SMD technology (diodes)
•	has a long lifetime, which enables a long depreciation
• is easy to maintain

Outdoor

SMD

120˚H/55˚V

6500 nits

Expromo reserves the right to change any specifications without prior notice.
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